IDEAS FOR DIGITAL LEARNING (PROVIDER VERSION)

Digital resources can help increase learning through interaction and repetition. Use resources that are interesting or relevant to you, and you will see stronger language growth.

YOUTUBE

- Watch a show or videos from your home country with English subtitles (Closed Captions/CC).
- Listen to news about your local community with English subtitles.
- Watch English videos of children’s music, cartoons, or storybooks with your family.
- Find channels for learning English, and watch a video each day. Look for channels from educational organizations with trusted information and multiple levels of practice.
  - Voice of America: Learning English
  - BBC Learning English

MOBILE DEVICE

- Change your device language to English.
- Take photos of new words you see when you are out in the community; you can put these words into a photo album and review them when you are home.
- Use speech-to-text options in text apps when you are in a meeting; this will help record the sentences while you are listening to the speaker.
- Record important conversations to listen to again later.

MOBILE DEVICE APPS

- The Settle In app can be used in your native language, switched to English, or both.
- Use Google Translate by typing text, using speech-to-text, or taking photos of words.
- Find English vocabulary games (word search, spelling games, etc.).
- Find English learning apps from reputable organizations.
  - Apps change frequently and sometimes are no longer updated for new operating systems.
  - Some apps are only available on specific devices.
- Use English-language news apps.
IDEAS FOR DIGITAL LEARNING (PARTICIPANT VERSION)

YOUTUBE

- Use subtitles/captions
- Watch favorite videos
- Listen to news
- Watch children's stories
- Listen to music with words
- Watch English learning videos

MOBILE DEVICE

- Change your device language to English
- Take photos of new words
- Use speech-to-text
- Record important conversations

MOBILE DEVICE APPS

- Settle In app, home language or English
- Google Translate
- English word apps
  - Spelling game
  - Word search
- English learning apps
- News apps

Change phone settings to English  Watch children's stories  Listen to news

Take photos of new words  Watch videos with subtitles  Use Settle In